Agee, James---A Death in the Family
Barnes, Julian---The Sense of an Ending
Bender, Aimee---The Particular Sadness of Lemon Cake
Berry, Wendell---Jayber Crow
Brown, Eleanor---Weird Sisters
Buck, Pearl S.---The Good Earth
Caldwell, Wayne---Cataloochee
Carter, Asa Earl---The Education of Little Tree
Carey, Peter / Parrot & Olivier in America
Cather, Willa---My Antonia
Chappell, Fred---Brighten the Corner Where You Are
Chbosky, Stephen---The Perks of Being a Wallflower
Cleage, Pearl---What Looks Like an Ordinary Day
Cleave, Chris---Little Bee
Collins, Suzanne---Hunger Games
Cooper, Emily L.---Queen of the Lost
Crutcher, Chris---Deadline
Cunningham, Michael---The Hours
De Rosney, Tatiana---Sarah’s Key
Dick, Philip K.---Do Androids Dream of Electric Sheep
Didion, Joan---The Year of Magical Thinking
Diffenbaugh, Vanessa---The Language of Flowers
Doig, Ivan---The Whistling Season
Earley, Tony---Jim the Boy
Earley, Tony---The Blue Star
Ellison, Ralph---Invisible Man
Erdrich, Louise --- The Master Butchers Singing Club
Erdrich, Louise --- The Round House
Fitzgerald, F. Scott --- The Great Gatsby
Flagg, Fannie --- Fried Green Tomatoes at the Whistle Stop Cafe
Ford, Jamie --- Hotel at the Corner of Bitter & Sweet
Ford, Richard --- Independence Day
Franzen, Jonathan --- The Corrections
Galloway, Steven --- The Cellist of Sarajevo
Gibbons, Kaye --- Charms for the Easy Life
Gibson, William --- Pattern Recognition
Grau, Shirley Ann --- Keepers of the House
Green, John --- The Fault in our Stars
Guterson, David --- Snow Falling on Cedars
Haddon, Mark --- The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-time
Harding, Paul --- Tinkers
Hart, John --- The King of Lies
Hart, John --- The Last Child
Hayes, Tommy --- The Pleasure was Mine
Heller, Joseph --- Catch-22
Jiles, Paulette --- Enemy Women
Johnson, Denis --- Train Dreams
Keneally, Thomas --- Schindler’s List
Kiernan, Denise --- The Girls of Atomic City
Kingsolver, Barbara --- The Lacuna
Kline, Christine Baker --- Orphan Train
Lahiri, Jhumpa --- The Namesake
Lane, Vicki---In a Dark Season
Larsson, Stieg---The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo
Lewis, Sinclair---Main Street
Mahfouz, Najib---Palace Walk
Martel, Yann---Life of Pi
McBride, James---The Good Lord Bird
McCrum, Sharyn---She Walks These Hills
McMurtry, Larry---Lonesome Dove
Morgan, Robert---Boone
Morrison, Toni---Beloved
Mortenson, Greg---Stones into Schools
O’Farrell, Maggie---The Vanishing Act of Esme Lennox
Onan, Stuart---A Prayer for the Dying
Orlean, Susan---The Orchid Thief
Pausch, Randy---The Last Lecture
Patchett, Ann---The Patron Saint of Liars
Patchett, Ann---State of Wonder
Patchett, Ann---This is the Story of a Happy Marriage
Pfeffer, Susan Beth---The Dead and the Gone
Pfeffer, Susan Beth---Life as We Knew It
Pinsky, Mark---Met Her on the Mountain
Robinson, Marilynne---Gilead
Robinson, Marilynne---Housekeeping
Russell, Karen---Swamplandia
St. John, Warren---Outcasts United
Mandel, Hillary St. John---Station Eleven
Shelley, Mary---Frankenstein
Shriver, Lionel---We Need to Talk About Kevin
Skloot, Rebecca---The Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks
Smith, Lee---On Agate Hill
Smith, Lee---Oral History
Smith, Lee---Saving Grace
Stedman, M.L.---The Light Between Oceans
Stegner, Wallace---Angle of Repose
Steinbeck, John---East of Eden
Steinbeck, John---Grapes of Wrath
Stockett, Kathryn---The Help
Strout, Elizabeth---Olive Kitteridge
Tarkington, Booth---The Magnificent Ambersons
Taylor, Peter---A Summons to Memphis
Tolkien, J.R. R.---The Hobbit
Tolstoy, Leo---Anna Karenina
Verghese, Abraham---Cutting for Stone
Wallace, David Foster---The Pale King
Ward, Jesmyn---Salvage the Bones
Weir, Andy---The Martian
Wilder, Thornton---The Bridge of San Luis Rey
Winchester, Simon---The Professor & the Madman
Woods, Vanessa---Bonobo Handshake
Zusak, Markus---The Book Thief